After spending three weeks in Wilhelmshaven, I can say it was one of the most incredible experiences in my life. At first, I didn't want to bring big expectations with me since I understood this was the first time, they decided to continue with the course just after the pandemic was over; moreover, I was not convinced I was going to learn something since the course lasted for three weeks but— I was wrong!

During the first week we had the opportunity to meet each other; however, we were too shy to break a leg. I was a little bit afraid of the situation since this was my first international experience, I can only thank Iris, Andrea, Jurgen, Guilherme, and the whole International Office staff (Including Lars which was a key component for this experience!) for the hospitality, especially during the first day in which we ate some delicious German typical food.

The following days were different, I met my incredible professors... they made every lesson worth learning, they were able to communicate every concept; therefore, we were engaged during the following days; nevertheless, I wish it could have been longer since there were a lot of concepts floating around we couldn’t finish to discuss, but hey– still the best summer course ever!
About the international experience and language exchange thing... although it was only three weeks, it made me realize about the multicultural point of view which is very important and made me make incredible friendships; especially with Ikhlas, which surprisingly became my best international friend, and I will miss so much!

Germany is full of incredible places, trying to write a report of the whole experience would sum up to 15 pages at least! When trying to summarize everything I have nothing to say but thank you. Jade HS is an incredible institution; I am pretty sure I will be enrolling in more of the programs they offer in the future, and I will be happy to see each one of the staff once again. If I had the opportunity to recommend this course to someone who is looking for an international summer course, I would suggest them to do it as soon as possible!

Finally, I would like to let everyone reading this report that a piece of my heart stays in the beautiful city of Wilhelmshaven, tears come out from my eyes just when realizing it’s been 4 weeks since this incredible experience started; hope to visit your amazing country and hop into the campus just to revive good memories!
Smile, because life is a highway full of emotions!